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We're your one stop memory shop...
’Cause we’ve got all things papercrafting covered.
Everything from paper to doodads to ribbon, we'll
help make every moment count.
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« young at art
To give this tray a playful, youngand-in-love vibe, we used tons
of embellishments: lace ribbon
paper clips, ornate metal frames,
antique buckle slides and
assorted vintage trinkets. And
the awww-inducing quotes?
They come from a pack of
Artist Trading Cards.
Tip: To create pennants
like you see at center left,
cut small triangles of
scrapbook paper and
secure in a row with 3D
adhesive.

» frame
game
This lovey-dovey
memory station
adds a cut-'n'-crafted
twist to your everyday
frame. The results? A
display-ready tray that
guests will ooh and
ahh over. It’s perfect for
an engagement party,
shower or reception—
especially when paired
with coordinating décor
like the candle wrap and
vintage birdie shown
here.
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get your gears

This ornate-shaped tray takes papercrafting to a whole new level. To create a memory spot that’s ideal for
on-the-go admiration, we used mini-gears and buttons (painted to coordinate), personalized photos, letters
and handmade candles. And here’s the best part—all the background paper you see comes in a ready-tocraft pack of die cuts. If that doesn’t get your wheels turning, we don’t know what will!

» happy
tray-day
To make the candles
(they won’t blow
out!), we tightly
rolled small pieces of
paper, securing with
adhesive dots. Then
we cut out small
flame shapes and
adhered them to
the inside of the
candles. For the
letters, try some of
our alphabet stickers or cut out your own using paper or cardstock.
Tip: We love the pop-up look, so we used 3D adhesive for the letters and photos.
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memory map-out
That first place science project from 4th grade. And the snowstorm adventures from 9th. With our
memory trays, you’ve got heart-warming moments all in one place—so you can track the journey.
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.

